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§§§111...   IIINNNTTTRRROOODDDUUUCCCTTTIIIOOONNN   

This paper explores prospects for the exploitation of new information and communication technology 
(ICT) for representing and aiding the working out of collective problems of governance of common 
environmental and natural resources.  Following the terminology of a number of recent European 
projects (e.g., GOUVERNE, VIRTUALIS), we speak of multi-media Deliberation Support Tools (MM-
DST or DST) and Tools for Informing Discussions, Debates and Deliberation (TIDDD).  As these 
names indicate, our emphasis is on processes of discovery, learning and multi-stakeholder deliberation 
that can contribute, directly and indirectly, to good sustainability decisions.1 

Section §2 introduces the themes of complexity and “wicked” problems, and evokes the importance of 
social learning and multi-stakeholder deliberation.  Section §3 presents some features of recent 
developments in interactive multimedia tools carried out by multidisciplinary teams in Europe.2  We then 
make some suggestions at the level of “generic MM-DST design concepts” concerning, first (in Section 

                                                           
1  The two terms DST and TIDDD have coexisted since the multi-partner project GOUVERNe (Guidelines for the Organisation, Use 
and Validation of information systems for Evaluating aquifer Resources and Needs: Contract No. EVK1-CT-1999-00043, European 
Commission 5th Framework Programme 1998–2002 Thematic Programme: Environment and Sustainable Development, March 2000 to 
February 2003, coordinated by Martin O’Connor, C3ED, Université de Versailles St-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France).  They are fairly 
interchangeable; however their respective pedigrees are different and complementary.  The former (DST) was introduced by the C3ED and 
seeks, in the context of policy and programme evaluation, to displace the traditional DSS (decision support system) concept.  Deliberation is 
a richer concept and is more pertinent than ‘decision’ because (according to the underlying social theory) it is the inter-subjective process of 
argument and dialoguing with its affective as well as informative dimensions, that engenders new insights (learning) and, more particularly, 
builds (or undoes and rebuilds) alliances, modifies motivations and thus permits the exploration of contradictions and emergence of new 
solidarities.  The latter (TIDDD) has been introduced by the knowledge quality assessment and multimedia development team led by Silvio 
Funtowicz and Angela Pereira at the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (Guimarães Pereira & Corral Quintana, 2002; Corral 
Quintana et al., 2002) and makes explicit the notion of a “cognition pathway” allowing a user to make a “progressive discovery of information”.  
In this paper we will use the term DST or MM-DST, except where referring specifically to products of the JRC team. 
2  Our main focus is on design concepts and operational prototypes of the VIRTUALIS project, but references are also made to 
several other multi-partner collaborations including ULYSSES, VISIONS, PEGASE, GOUVERNe and ALARM.  The project GOUVERNe has 
been mentioned above; details of the other projects will be provided progressively. 
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§4), features of navigation and learning in virtual environments and, second (in Section §5), some of 
the distinctive twists that the hyperlink technologies offer to integrated analysis for environmental 
governance and sustainability.  Section §6 illustrates these generic concepts at work in the 
KerViViANE MM-DST creation, showing how our design features for interactive ICT are grounded in a 
synthesis of social science, ecological economics and systems thinking.  Section §7 sums up some of 
the hopes and uncertainties associated with the new multimedia technologies. 

§§§222...   OOOUUURRR   CCCOOOMMMMMMOOONNN   FFFUUUTTTUUURRREEE???   OOOUUURRR   CCCOOOMMMMMMOOONNN   PPPRRROOOBBBLLLEEEMMMSSS   

We are concerned here with classes of situations characterised by complexity, which, for our purposes, 
can be evoked through three considerations that reinforce and interfere with each other:3 

 Scientific knowledge advising of irreducible uncertainties and/or irreversibilities associated with 
courses of action; 

 Plurality of value systems, political and moral convictions, and justification criteria within society; 

 High decision stakes including economic interests and strategic security concerns for nations or 
ethnic minorities (etc.), and also consequences of environmental change for public health, organism 
integrity and future economic possibilities. 

These features, characteristic of what Rittel (1982) terms “wicked problems”, make it difficult to 
formulate and justify simple rules of action.  Apparently simple desiderata such as “maximum net 
benefit” (with monetary cost-benefit analysis) or “avoid risks” (with the precautionary principle) fall 
down because, either they do not adequately address the decision issues (viz., they do not furnish a 
clear “counsel” about what to do), or the way that they do this does not have plausibility or acceptability 
to key stakeholders (see Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1990; Faucheux & O'Connor, 2000, 2003).  There is no 
clear bridge between knowledge and right action.  If the attempt is made to advise on what is “best” for 
the society, on the basis of a “general” rule (or set of criteria), then the choice comes down to one 
between Dictatorship or Inconsistency; and yet, if both Dictatorship and Inconsistency are to be avoided 
by weakening the rule system, then either the advice may be indecisive or the possibility is opened of 
dishonourable outcomes (O’Connor 2002). 

This does not mean that a "reasoned" base for policy is impossible!  Rather, if reasoned basis for action 
is to be established for “wicked” problems, then reasoning must be employed in a complex deliberative 
way (O'Connor, 1999, 2000).  Forms of deliberative and regulatory procedure must be established, that 
“relativise” the divergent principles and positions while not seeking entirely to dispose of any of them.  
The challenge is to work with a permanent "argumentation" between the several contradictory 
positions.  In the words of Rittel (op. cit.), an analyst in such circumstances needs to be like a “midwife 
of problems”, helping to raise into visibility, “questions and issues towards which you can assume 
different positions, and with the evidence gathered and arguments built for and against these different 
positions". 

Sustainability politics are about mobilising resources in perspectives of respect and reconciliation across 
several axes and over the long term.  But what are the boundaries of community and solidarity to be 
affirmed?  Among the tensions emerging in this way, we can note: 

• Between 'us' and the 'other' (starting with NIMBY or Not In My Back Yard), 
• Between present and future generations (the Brundtland characterisation of sustainability), 
• Between self-interest and interest in the lives of others (problems of altruism, duty, responsibility), 
• Between the human and the non-human world (including the debates over “intrinsic value”), 
• Between 'our' culture and other cultures (racial, ethnic, religious intolerances & incomprehension), 
• Between what is 'internalised' in the marketplace and what remains an ‘externality’, 

                                                           
3  This formulation is close to that developed by Silvio Funtowicz and Jerry Ravetz (1990, 1994), to characterise the situations where 
a “Post-Normal Science” practice may usefully be applied. 
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• Between elites and the unwashed masses; 
• Between any given region or territory (defined physically or politically) and the rest of the world. 

There is nothing self-evident about achieving a reconciliation between and coexistence of various 
interests and forms of life that are currently in conflict with each other and at risk.  We may present this 
facetiously through evoking situations known under the name of the “Prisoners' Dilemma” (cf., 
Guimarães Pereira & O'Connor, 1999).  Why should I show tolerance, or courtesy, towards my 
neighbour?  Why should I care for the fortunes, or misfortunes, of future generations of neighbours?  
Even if I love my neighbour, what is to stop the other neighbours from cheating on him/her and me 
(and on the future generations)?  The atmosphere is warming up, it seems.  But, why should people — 
as citizens, as consumers, as members of an extended peer community — be concerned the slightest bit 
at all about climate change?  Why worry about greenhouse gas emissions (yours, mine or anyone 
else's)?  As Groucho Marx once might have said, What have future reduced GHG emissions ever done 
for me?  Why should I choose an action that co-operates with the future, since I cannot expect the 
future to co-operate with me? 

As Rittel (op. cit.) has highlighted, in the face of wicked problems things cannot all be calculated and 
worked out in advance, and so there is not much other option than “jump in”.  Collective action is like 
the decision to build a boat or a life raft in order, as he puts it, to “embark on the risk together”.  The 
voyage-in-common metaphor has also been taken up by the recent ULYSSES project funded by the 
European Commission, addressing public participation in climate change policy formulation and 
evaluation.4  In a sense (and whatever our individual sentiments about it), we are all “embarked” in the 
uncertainties and turbulence of sustainability politics together.  Science and many different forms of 
practical wisdom all have their place on board.  On the one hand, there is a need for science and 
technical competence (e.g., for the design and the piloting of a boat).  And, on the other hand, there is 
a need for sentiment and human wisdom.  Once embarked, how do we manage human relations during 
the voyage?  What are the purposes that we will find, invent, and share along the way?  Good 
sustainability policy, like successful diplomacy, will arise from effective dialogue leading to emergent 
confidence in the prospects of a worthwhile common future.  Policy design and implementation must, 
correspondingly, be based on skill at interpreting a multiplicity of life worlds.  As proposed by Norgaard 
(1988, pp.617-620): 

"... the policy process will enter the realm of the hermeneutic where there is no prior agreement on the key questions, 
appropriate framework or essential facts.  With an expansion of worldviews and a broader conception of knowledge, 
we will find little consensus on questions, methodologies and data for determining optima.  Good policymakers will 
be those who can lead enlightening conversations between scientists with different disciplinary backgrounds and 
between people of different cultures and knowledges." 

The question for all of us embarked together is: What are the prospects for social learning, participatory 
and deliberative procedures for decision support, policy definition and evaluation, such that we may be 
encouraged, one and all, to "jump out of the Prisoners' Dilemma"?   Multi-stakeholder deliberation in 
this context does not aim merely at an efficient exchange of information.  Inter-subjective 
communication has a profound role in the process of culture and community building.  The contact of 
persons with each other, the work, the learning that takes place, all of this brings the evolution of 
perceptions, beliefs, relationships and attitudes.  So, a deliberative process is very fundamentally the 
process of building a future together.  The objective of this paper is to show how the new ICT can be 
exploited to facilitate this construction and conciliation task. 

                                                           
4  The project ULYSSES (Urban LifestYles, SuStainability and Integrated Environmental ASsessment) was a three year programme 
of research and communication funded by European Commission (4th Framework Programme, Theme 4 Human Dimensions of 
Environmental Change, Contract number: ENV4-CT96-0212) whose central theme was "the exploration of the interface between Integrated 
Assessment Models (IAM) and citizens as part of an Integrated Assessment (IA) approach".  ULYSSES-in-Venice, a component of the overall 
programme carried out by the JRC Ispra team led by Silvio Funtowicz and Angela Pereira, was conceived as a metaphorical journey, which 
researchers and Venetian citizens made together (see De Marchi et al., 1998; Guimarães Pereira, Gough & De Marchi 1999; and also 
website http://ta-www.jrc.it/ulysses.html).  
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§§§333...   TTTHHHEEE   VVVIIIRRRTTTUUUAAALLLIIISSS   PPPRRROOOJJJEEECCCTTT   AAANNNDDD   IIITTTSSS   AAANNNTTTEEECCCEEEDDDEEENNNTTTSSS   

The VIRTUALIS project funded by the European Commission during 2001–2004,5 set out to develop 
computer-based learning tools exploiting state-of-the-art ICT, that would test new opportunities for 
organising and communicating scientific knowledge about risks and challenges in the field of 
environmental management for non-scientific audiences.  It brought together a consortium of specialists 
in information technology, sustainable development, environmental modelling, public policy and 
governance, learning psychology and open learning, to develop computer-based learning tools on 
ecosystems and natural resources.  Four environmental domains were selected: agricultural 
pollution, greenhouse gas emissions contributing to climate change, freshwater resources 
and marine capture fisheries.  Taking these four domains as exemplary, VIRTUALIS created a suite 
of novel learning tools for improving citizens' awareness of environmental management and risks. 

The VIRTUALIS consortium sought to demonstrate the revolutionary possibilities of the new 
multimedia information and visualisation technologies for the communication of environmental risks and 
sustainability governance challenges to a broad spectrum of citizens and stakeholders.  The concern 
was not with technical sophistication primarily (even though state-of-the-art visualisation, navigation 
and knowledge management technologies have been used), rather it was with the effectiveness of the 
products — multi-function interfaces as outlined below — in non-specialist contexts such as school and 
university education programmes, with citizens groups, and with business and territorial administration 
interests as “stakeholders” in sustainability education, policy and resource management.  VIRTUALIS 
produced demonstrations of ICT tools that facilitate the learning by non-specialist members of society 
through the “translation” of technical and scientific expertise into formats accessible to and pertinent to 
interested non-specialists.  The underlying design concept is of learning as a sort of inter-subjective 
“voyage of discovery”, taking place partly in a virtual space (that, nonetheless evokes and portrays real 
spaces and places), in this case a voyage of the individual in society "towards sustainability".  This is 
suggested schematically in the diagram below (from Guimarães Pereira, 1999). 

 

“Explore your way to  sustainability…”

“Gauge your impact…”

• Dialogue
• Negotiation
• Conflict Resolution

 
 

The idea was to create ICTs that permit users, individually and collectively, to explore and reflect on 
their personal actions, in social, economic, institutional and ecological contexts.  As suggested in the 
above schema, there are distinguished two main components of a learning opportunity.  First, the user 
can gauge how their personal way of living impacts on the environmental feature or resource in 
question.  Second, the user can explore alternative possibilities for social and economic changes 
towards sustainability.  These are referred to, respectively, as: 

                                                           
5  VIRTUALIS is the acronym adopted for the multi-partner project Social Learning on Environmental Issues with Interactive 
Information & Communication Technologies (Contract No. IST–2000–28121, European Commission 5th Framework Programme 1998–2002 
Information Society Technologies (IST) Key Action 1: Systems & Services for the Citizen), coordinated by Martin O’Connor at the C3ED, from 
September 2001 to April 2004.  Access to complete documentation is found on the project website: http://www.virtualis-eu.com.  
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 Personal Barometers, allowing quantification of environmental "pressure" impacts of individual 
production and consumption activities (viz., lifestyles, stakestyles); 

 Scenario Generators, allowing personal lifestyles to be put in the context of possible future trends 
and changes in patterns of economic activity. 

The Personal Barometer and Scenario Generator concepts were not inventions of VIRTUALIS.  Their 
seeds can be seen in antecedent ICT developments, notably (1) the GAS “personal calculator” concept 
(from the Ispra JRC team) and the Phyt’Amibe concept (from the C3ED team) and (2) the use of 
multimedia visualisation techniques for the development and communication of scenario analyses in 
environmental governance domains. 

During the ULYSSES research conducted in the late 1990s by the JRC Ispra-based team, a prototype 
“PERSONAL CALCULATOR” had been developed which accounted for personal CO2 emissions on the basis 
of data provided interactively by an individual person, the « user » (see schema).  This tool permitted 
an intuitive framing and quantitative response to the question ‘how does my lifestyle relate to the global 
problem’. It produced an indication of the yearly carbon dioxide emissions derived from personal 
consumption of electricity and transportation fuel, following the framework of connections illustrated in 
the Figure (Guimarães Pereira, 1999). 

The personal calculator allows people to evaluate directly their 
personal contribution to greenhouse gas production in relation 
to their country per capita average, and also in comparison to 
per capita averages for other countries.  Then, through 
exploring, with the PERSONAL CALCULATOR, scenarios of 
different “lifestyle” profiles, there can be an appreciation of 
margins of manoeuvre for reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions.  From this sort of exercise, it was envisaged, social 
processes may emerge into dialogues, negotiations, self-
reflections and — perhaps — eventually agreed alternatives.  
This is the first prototype that, four years later in an 
interactive 3-D virtual reality format, became transformed into 
the ‘VGAS’ of the VIRTUALIS Project. 

Also during the late 1990s, the C3ED began experimentations 
with an interactive ICT device, dubbed the “PHYT’AMIBE”, that 
combined a questionnaire designed to explore the dimensions of individual agricultural activity (at the 
farm, family and local community level), with a visual multi-criteria "amoeba" presentation.  The tool is 
composed in French.  It can be run on any PC computer with Windows and a Pentium chip, based on 
following a few lines of instructions to load and operate the software.  The questionnaire is filled out by 
clicking with the mouse on menus illustrated by more-or-less well-judged photo or other images; all this 
in 20 minutes, more or less.  At the end of the questionnaire process, an “amoeba” (or kite diagram) is 
produced which summarises the performance of the respondent along 7 dimensions covering economic 
performance, environmental quality, social context, views and practices of pesticide use health, 
information and knowledge sources, and outlook for the future.  The computer can be asked to print the 
amoeba as a record, and it is possible to return to the beginning and revise, or to choose "what if" 
responses so as to see what are the effects for the "amoeba reading" obtained.  The page following 
gives an illustration (in French) of the menu format for questions and the amoeba.6 

The “PHYT’AMIBE” can be seen as a prototype multi-criteria evaluation tool, which might be exploited as 
a self-evaluation tool by a farmer, or in an interactive context in dialogue with researchers or other 
stakeholders.  As such, it can be understood as having roles of furnishing information and, less 
instrumentally, of provoking thought.  These were the beginnings of what became, through cross-
linkages of the farmer questionnaire format with a calibrated model of agricultural production and 

                                                           
6  Full documentation of the PHYT’AMIBE (first version created by V. Bourget, R. Lahrech, and J-M. Douguet) can be found in 
Douguet, O'Connor & Girardin (1999). 
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chemical emissions and a spatial visualisation of rural land-uses, the ‘VIVIANE’ prototype in 
VIRTUALIS.7  Many of the the PHYT’AMIBE questions, and the performance criteria, were intended to 
work as bridges between different social values, interests or economic priorities of stakeholders.  
Experience showed that, when used in a social situation, it worked to provoke a dialogue along many 
different wavelengths.  For example, the questions that led to the score (between 0 and 10) for the 
dimension “Environment”, relate to slope, proximity to watercourses and other characteristics that will 
affect pesticide entry into groundwater.  Any farmer or agronomist will know that the algorithms leading 
from the questions to the score, must be simplistic (which indeed they are!).  However, the tendency 
was not so much to dispute the score (or argue against the algorithm).  Rather, in the case of being in 
the “red zone” (3 or less on the scale), it was to account for or “justify” why behaviour recognised to 
have negative environmental or health outcomes, was reasonable or inevitable due to economic or 
social circumstances.  

THE PHYT’AMIBE (C3ED 1998) 
 

 

 

                                                           
7  The PHYT’AMIBE developments leading to integration within the full ViViANE (further discussed below) passed through an 
intermediate step, in the context of the PEGASE project (Pesticides in European Groundwaters: detailed study of representative Aquifers and 
Simulation of possible Evolution scenarios, Project No.EESD-ENV-99-1, EC 5th Framework Programme, co-ordinated by Christophe Mouvet, 
BRGM, Orléans, France, 2000–2003), being of the linkage of the farm-scale questionnaire to an empirically calibrated agricultural production 
model for a set of farm units making up a rural territory.  See Douguet & O’Connor (2003) ; Douguet et al. (2000, 2003). 
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In parallel with the “personal calculator” type experiments, several of the research teams who would 
become partners in VIRTUALIS were also collaborating in the field of integrated environmental 
analysis, exploring notably the use of scenario studies with multimedia visualisations and multi-criteria 
evaluation frameworks for assessment of resource and territorial management options.  We note 
particularly, in this context, the GOUVERNe project (already mentioned), and the VISIONS project 
that, among other features, explored the use of multimedia narrative visualisation techniques for 
developing visions for Europe’s future.8   

The GOUVERNe project, which took up the challenge of interactive ICT applications for the integrated 
management of underground resources in a perspective of ‘stakeholder concertation’, was the context 
for the simultaneous emergence of the terms Deliberation Support Tools (DST) and Tools for Informing 
Discussions, Debates and Deliberation (TIDDD). 

One of the primary goals of the project was to demonstrate feasibility of new ICT for user-friendly 
interactive stakeholder-based decision support.  The work programme resulted in the development of 
two fully functional protytpes, the ‘TIDDD’ for both the Hérault (southern France) and the Argolid 
(southern Greece) water sheds; and the ‘DST’ for the Champigny aquifer (greater Paris region in 
France) in a fully integrated CDrom presentation, with an incompletely integrated Milano DST analysis 
system. 

The TIDDDs and DSTs as conceived in GOUVERNe, combined spatial representation, scenario 
simulation, multiple criteria evaluation and interactive user-friendly computer interfaces.  Scenario 
construction exercises were carried out to obtain, in each of the case studies, a clear presentation of the 
“governance issues” relating to the water resources, their eventual uses and the users at the scale of 
the catchment or aquifer and for a determined horizon of time.  The outcome was the construction, 
using integrated modelling, GIS and multi-media techniques, of a vision of the “space of possibilities” for 
the territory or resource use in question, that could become a kind of stage prop for people to argue 
about.  The idea was that, by debating the good and the bad of different aspects of this commonly 
accessible image of the future, stakeholders contribute to the overall governance process. 

In the Hérault case study for a hydro-system in the south of France with closely coupled river and 
aquifer sub-systems, the BRGM research team with primary responsibility for the case study, developed 
hydrosystem modelling in tandem with socio-economic analysis.  The scenario profiles were specified 
directly in terms of key water policy or management decisions relating to major “scenario drivers” seen 
as likely to shape the future status of the water resources and their uses.  These were: 

• Intensified urbanisation that may lead to increased domestic and industrial water demand; 
• Regulatory pressures on agriculture that is a heavy water user for irrigation; 
• The potential exploitation of the karst aquifer as a drinking water supply for the city of Montpellier and/or other 

municipalities in the district, with potentially major impacts on the water table, on natural springs and on the 
Hérault river flows; 

• Climate change which may lead to reduced rainfall (or to greater variability in rainfall from year to year) and 
hence reduced aquifer recharge and discharges in rivers. 

For each scenario driver, a small number of contrasted discrete alternatives were identified and 
described, on the basis of stakeholders’ and researchers’ perceptions of plausible actions, policy choices 
and system evolutions.  These alternatives (actions or outcomes) provide the structuring of the 
governance issues.  The climate change issue was included in response to some local stakeholders who 
were strongly convinced that already there is discernible climate change.  Quantification of such effects 
is highly speculative, and so the scenario specifications were kept very simple: “as usual” or “frequent 

                                                           
8  VISIONS (short for Visions for a Sustainable Europe) was funded under the 4th Framework Programme of the European 
Community DG-XII (Environment & Climate programme, PL 970484, 1998-2001); see the website: www.icis.unimaas.nl/visions.  Sub-national 
scenario exercises were undertaken for the greater Manchester region of the United Kingdom, the Green Heart region in the Netherlands, 
and Venice (Italy), followed by a synthetic process combining the regional and European scenarios into “integrated visions”.  In the Venice 
study carried out by the JRC team, the techniques included advanced multi-media information and communication tools for designing and 
representing the scenarios graphically.  A comprehensive multimedia website presentation produced under the leadership of Angela Pereira 
at the JRC (Ispra), is accessible on the website http://alba.jrc.it/visions. 
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dry year”.  For each of the other three issues, a “high”, a “medium” and a “low” trajectory was 
described.  (This means that logically there are 3x3x3x2 = 54 combinations of the possibilities offered, 
but not all of these are meaningful.)  Work was then carried out jointly by GOUVERNe partners (mainly 
the BRGM, INTECS and JRC teams) to develop a multi-media representation — the HÉRAULT TIDDD — 
including 3-D video and geographically distributed representation of the water resources and their uses.  
This interactive tool allows a user to select from a range of scenarios by reference to permitted 
combinations of the “drivers” and then to evaluate the scenario(s) selected using a variety of criteria 
that have been developed on the basis of prior discussions with different stakeholders.9 

The CHAMPIGNY case study addressed risks and management options for a major rain-fed aquifer 
district in the greater Paris region that serves rural as well as metropolitan uses and that is diffusely 
vulnerable to chemical contamination and to quantitative depletion.  In this case, the research team 
adopted the “Shell Methodology” leading to the construction of qualitatively contrasting scenarios at a 
narrative level.  On the basis of extensive consultation with stakeholders and other analysis, a workshop 
exercise was undertaken of “composing” scenarios through a free association of propositions of actions 
and outcomes.  The result was a group of five qualitatively distinct scenario narratives.  These scenarios 
constitute one dimension of the multi-stakeholder, multi-criteria deliberation framework that was 
developed via the AQUI’Brie Association made up of various resource user representatives, public 
administration and other stakeholders.10  The scenario set was constructed as a platform for exploration 
of the governance issues, decision options and policy choices.  The idea of a comparative evaluation of 
scenarios undertaken simultaneously with respect to several different criteria (or performance 
categories), and from the several different points of view (corresponding to distinct stakeholder 
preoccupations), led to the concept of the three-dimensioned Deliberation Matrix.11  

The Deliberation Matrix (see Figure showing a screen for the Champigny interactive DST) organises 
information, judgements, methods and communications at several levels in an integrated way.  For a 
policy problem at a relevant scale, each stakeholder class offers a judgement (e.g., satisfactory, poor, 
intolerable, etc.) of each scenario in relation to each of the key governance or decision issues.  The 
participatory ‘evaluation’ activity proceeds through a step-by-step phase, which can be undertaken on 
an individual or a collective basis within the group, of the filling out of cells of the 3-D Deliberation 
Matrix.  Individual reflection and/or exchanges of views between protagonists in a 
deliberation/negotiation process may lead to modifications at any or all or the steps of the choices and 
judgements.  On the one hand, the Matrix, presenting an array of judgements, can be considered as a 
momentary profile in a given time in a process of negotiation.  On the other hand, in a dynamic 
perspective such as a policy exploration or review process where users of the DST may reassess the 
choices and assumptions leading up to the judgement put into each cell, the Matrix becomes a support 
for negotiation and a framework for documentation of the negotiation. 

                                                           
9  Evaluation criteria were developed with close reference to interests and concerns expressed by key stakeholder groups, including: 
the Canal Irrigation Association (representing farmers’ water interests) and individual farmers (often having autonomous wells); various 
municipalities including local towns and also the larger city of Montpellier; households/householders living in the districts served or potentially 
served by the aquifer water; recreational users (for swimming, fishing, canoeing, etc.); fishermen and fishing associations; and environmental 
groups (representing landscape, ecosystem and biodiversity interests).   
10  The AQUI’Brie Association was created in 2002, after several years of informal discussions promoted by the Conseil Régional Ile 
de France (itself a partner in the GOUVERNe project) as territorial authority with overall environmental quality competencies.  It brings 
together the various sector, local administration and other stakeholder groups in a consultative multi-stakeholder forum. 
11  We can generalise this idea to a comparison of sites, or a comparison of the same situation at different points in time, etc. 
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Examples of the Hérault TIDDD and Champigny DST user interfaces 
from the GOUVERNe project 
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Overall, the GOUVERNe programme of work demonstrated the viability of autonomous use of of the 
multimedia tools: the “TIDDD” (Tool to Inform Debates Dialogues & Deliberations) for the Hérault and 
Argolid case studies supplied on CDrom support for installation on desktop or laptop computers; the 
“Champigny CD” (DST = Deliberation Support Tool) on CRrom for installation on desktop or laptop 
computers.  The TIDDD and the DST are similar in that they both furnish a validated scientific support 
for debate and deliberation by decision makers and stakeholders permitting intelligent compromises, 
identification of novel management options and steps towards cooperative conflict resolution.  However, 
they differ in their methodological style and, can usefully be considered as 'dual' of each other.  In 
short, the one (Champigny DST) makes explicit the precept of a multi-stakeholder deliberation, the 
other (Hérault TIDDD) makes explicit the principle of a “progressive discovery of information”; but both 
principles are inherent in both prototypes.  

• The TIDDD makes explicit the notion of a multimedia “learning pathway” allowing a user to make a “progressive 
discovery of information”. Starting with intuitively accessible elements (e.g., a video overview of the river basin in 
question) through to a detailed access to technical aspects of multi-criteria scenario analysis (the NAIADE method) 
and scientific knowledge quality assessment (e.g., NUSAP profiles for key information and model results), the 
TIDDD displays the revolutionary possibilities of interactive multi-media for in support of multi-stakeholder 
deliberation.  

• The DST makes explicit the structure of a political process, that is, a multi-stakeholder, multi-actor, multi-criteria 
deliberation, centred on the Deliberation Matrix and complemented, through a progressive disclosure, by virtual 
reality spaces that provide information on the territory and the key stakeholders, and on the issues to be addressed 
through comparative scenario evaluation. 

The VIRTUALIS project picked up and adapted the concept of a Personal Calculator (or “Barometer”) 
permitting the quantification of environmental impacts (the “pressures”) of individual lifestyles, and 
equally picked up and adopted the “scenario” perspective for exploring prospects of sustainable 
lifestyles, environments and resource use.  The specificity of VIRTUALIS compared with its 
antecedents, was the emphasis on design of “learning opportunities” inviting the user to explore 
features of environmental change and human action across a spectrum of scales and, more particularly, 
exploiting a spectrum of interaction modes within a virtual space.  For each of the four environmental 
domains — greenhouse gas emissions; chemical pollution from agriculture, freshwater water resources 
at river basin scale, and marine fisheries — user-interactions were proposed that embedded “Personal 
Barometers” and “Scenario Generators” within interactive digital environments, thus proposing a “Virtual 
Visit” within which the learning may take place.  The ICT creations, designed to be robust for a 
spectrum of knowledge mediation and educational contexts, were intended to permit users to learn 
through progressive discovery of virtual worlds that are presented — depending on the case — 
through visual cues such as buildings, maps and landscapes (in 2D and 3D, at multiple scales), leading 
to portrayals of stakeholders, of the burning public policy and resource management issues, and of 
“what if scenarios” at the levels of individual and collective action.  Finally, and perhaps the most 
ambitious aspect of the project, it was proposed to create “Multi-player Games” within the virtual 
environments that would allow individuals to learn about the problems of collective action, conflict 
resolution and governance in complex environmental domains.   

Detailed documentation of the “VIRTUALIS SUITE” of prototypes is provided elsewhere (see the 
website www.virtualis-eu.com).  Our focus for the rest of this paper is on some of the “lessons” 
emerging from the project’s experiments.   

§§§444...   GGGEEENNNEEERRRIIICCC   CCCOOONNNCCCEEEPPPTTTSSS   (((III)))   PPPRRROOOGGGRRREEESSSSSSIIIVVVEEE   DDDIIISSSCCCOOOVVVEEERRRYYY   IIINNN   VVVIIIRRRTTTUUUAAALLL   EEENNNVVVIIIRRROOONNNMMMEEENNNTTTSSS   

A generic design principle enunciated right from the beginning of VIRTUALIS but given increasingly 
rich practical expressions through the results of the project, is the principle of ‘Progressive Discovery’.  
In each of the prototypes, users are offered, on screen, navigation “pathways” that start from concepts 
and images that are the very accessible or ‘intuitive’, and then move on (through clicks of the mouse, 
choices in a menu, etc.) towards forms of information, representation and analysis that are less readily 
accessible.  In this regard, a privileged starting point for VIRTUALIS prototypes is the personal scale 
with, notably, the use of ‘PERSONAL BAROMETERS’ for getting a feel for the environmental pressures 
such as water use, energy use, food consumption, or the “impact” of fishing or farming activity (see 
textbox). 
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A second key generic feature is to provide opportunities for dialogue and debates around the images 
and information encountered by the visitor in the virtual world. 

• Opportunities are presented for dialogue and discussion about the ‘quality’ of the information provided on an 
environmental risk or governance issue. 

• This dialogue may focus on an individual information category (e.g., an indicator or model variable) or a more 
complex composite object such as a model, a scenario narrative or a map). 

• It addresses not just scientific quality issues (including incertitude) but also the pertinence of the information for 
orienting action (individual and collective) in society. 

• In some of the virtual worlds, these dialogue perspectives are formalised in the format of an opportunity to 
participate in a multi-stakeholder multi-criteria evaluation of the options facing the individual or the society. 

For example, the VWATER and ViViANE domain 
prototypes respond deliberately to stakeholder learning and 
dialogue challenges for integrated water resource 
management encouraged under the new EU Water 
Framework Directive (WFD), whereby “Member States shall 
encourage the active involvement of all interested parties in 
the implementation of this Directive, in particular in the 
production, review and updating of the river basin 
management plans.” 

Thirdly, the VIRTUALIS MM-DST prototypes demonstrate 
the revolutionary possibilities opened up by multimedia 
digital technologies for the future reporting/documentation 
of scientific work. 

• The accessing of scientific information opens out to explanations 
of the data transformations and further towards presentation 
and discussion of underlying hypotheses, uncertainties, 
controversies about the scientific knowledge. 

• Some of the prototypes exploit the ‘confounded hierarchy’ 
capacities opened up by the digital hyperlink technologies, in 
order to provide, embedded within the virtual world and as 
objects/components of this world, a comprehensive 
documentation of this virtual world (including technical and 
scientific details) and also of features of the ‘real world’ that, 
via models, interviews and other research processes, have been 
exploited for the crafting of the virtual world. 

In particular, the VIRTUALIS prototypes demonstrate distinct navigation modes — or ways of “getting 
around” in a virtual world.  These include (with variations): 

• A “Wheel Chair Initiation” with a video on automatic pilot; 
• a “Guided Visit” with a pre-determined itinerary which is activated step-by-step by the visitor; 
• a “Free Visit” allowing exploration of the various ‘functionalities’ without, however, modifying the world; 
• a “Participating Visit” in which, as an ‘actor’ in the virtual world, contributions can be made to information sets 

and to dialogues/interactions with other ‘actors’. 

Overall, the MM-DST as ‘learning tools’ function in various ways to take the visitor ‘through’ the virtual 
world and replace her or him back in the ‘real world’.  Various mechanisms can be effective for this: 

• Pedagogic Modules & Links to Educational Resources — The ‘Virtual Library’ functionality is an open-ended 
feature, and so a virtual world can be a doorway to and from an indefinite spectrum of contextual information in 
and about the real world, e.g., the integration of the VIVIANE and VGAS systems within teaching programmes 
and pedagogic resources in relevant domains; catalogues of documents, websites, institutions and persons of 
interest. 

• Simultaneous Use and Interaction of Multiple Users — Each of the prototypes (in the four domains: greenhouse 
gas emissions; freshwater resources; chemical residues from agriculture; marine fisheries) offers, in one way or 
another, opportunities for simultaneous interaction of several users, as ‘participants’ in the virtual world, who are 
thus — by design or by circumstances — engaged in a real collective learning process together. 

THE VIRTUALIS PERSONAL BAROMETERS 

VGAS offers a cognitive bridge between knowledge
and action domains of everyday life (home, travel,
recreation, and so on) and climate change at a
planetary scale.  It allows individual citizens to gauge
their ‘contribution’ to greenhouse gas emissions and
also to gauge their possibilities for contributing to
reduction of these emissions. 

The FISHUALIS system offers bridges between
individual consumption actions (buying and eating fish)
and scientific analyses of the exploitation of fisheries at
national and international scales. 

A “Water Shadow” calculator within VWATER allows
users to estimate the volume of water used annually in
an individual lifestyle, and relating this to the number of
m2 (or km2) needed to “capture” this amount of water
through rainfall at the prevailing precipitation levels for
the region.   

The “Phyt’Amibe” in VIVIANE allows a user to adopt
the role of a farmer and to construct a multi-criteria
profile of his or her activity centred on the use of
chemical inputs (fertilisers and pesticides) posing
pollution risks for health and the environment. 
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LINKED DISCOVERY SPACES IN MM-DST 

Any particular MM-DST is constructed in terms of a set of ‘spaces 
of discovery’ that can be considered as so many nodes/crossroads 
in a maze.  We may characterise the possible pathways as the set 

of sequences of passages between these spaces or nodes. 

An analogy can be made with moving around in a house.  Suppose 
that there are N rooms, these rooms being denoted R1, R2, …, Ri, 

… RN with the doorways between two rooms (the ith and the kth 
rooms) being denoted Dik.  (For simplicity we suppose that there is 
only one doorway connecting directly from the ith to the kth room). 

An example of a cyclical pathway of discovery of the house is the 
sequence   D31  D14  D42  D23.  This describes a cycle, 

starting in the 3rd room, moving to the 1st, next to the 4th, from there 
to the 2nd, and back to the 3rd room. 

To portray the complete set of links or doorways, it is sufficient to 
use an NxN matrix array where the ith row signifies the room of 

departure and the kth column signals the room of arrival, the link (or 
doorway) then being designated by the cell Dik.  The rooms 

themselves are designated by the diagonal elements in the matrix 
(viz., Rk = Dkk). 

• The Social Setting of ICT Learning — Access to the ‘virtual’ learning opportunities can be provided in appropriate 
‘real’ situations, e.g., the FISHUALIS system could be installed for use in a fish shop or at a fish market.  

• Mobile ICT gadgets as information, social networking and learning opportunities — Although VIRTUALIS has 
focussed mostly on 2D and 3D visualisations with desk-top PC or room-based video-projection, it experimented 
also with mobile wireless internet links and hand-held screens (e.g., in VWATER, some water resource 
management issues can be explored via a competitive quiz based game to be played via mobile phones).  

As the prototypes matured, it became clear that a defining feature of MM-DST is the definition within 
each virtual world of a variety of “discovery spaces” and “learning pathways” that are inter-penetrating 
and in confounded hierarchies with each other.  But, people learn from different ‘starting points’ having 
different domains of knowledge, widely contrasting preoccupations, and so on.  This leads us to propose 
that, in any multimedia framework for learning, documentation and communication, there should not be 
only one pathway of “progressive disclosure” but rather a variety of ‘learning pathways’ should be 
offered that are “optimal” for different user contexts and classes of users.  An insight that emerges for 
one user (e.g., a farmer or a consumer) as the end-point of a long “voyage of discovery”, might be the 
natural starting point for a different class of 
user (e.g., a water system engineer, an elected 
politician, a climate modeller) whose personal 
and professional competences prepare them 
differently.  This means that it is desirable that 
several alternative pathways should be 
possible for the “entry” into and the 
progressive discovery of a virtual world.   We 
should not consider a MM-DST as offering a 
linear process of disclosure but rather a 
network with many alternative starting points 
and pathways of disclosure — giving to the 
virtual world the character of a labyrinth or a 
maze.  In the “surfing” metaphor, users pass 
from screen to screen, encountering one after 
the other a sequence of objects, images, texts 
or composites.  Any MM-DST that exploits the 
www navigation technologies is thus — de 
facto or by design — constructed as a (more or 
less) structured set of ‘discovery spaces’ that 
can be considered as so many 
nodes/crossroads in a maze.12 

§§§555...   GGGEEENNNEEERRRIIICCC   CCCOOONNNCCCEEEPPPTTTSSS   (((IIIIII)))   SSSYYYSSSTTTEEEMMMSSS   SSSCCCIIIEEENNNCCCEEE   AAANNNDDD   SSSOOOCCCIIIAAALLL   SSSIIIGGGNNNIIIFFFIIICCCAAATTTIIIOOONNN   

One of the dangers with hyperlink technologies is precisely that everything can be (virtually) connected 
to (virtually) everything else, to the point that “learning” becomes a random surfing exercise 
degenerating into a ramble in the www-maze.  It seems important, therefore, to specify some types or 
classes of discovery spaces and learning pathways that, based on widely agreed considerations about 
sustainability and environmental governance challenges, are likely to be pertinent for empowering 
stakeholders (as citizens, scientists, decision makers, bureaucrats, businessmen, salaried workers, 
children...) acting in these fields. 

The ICT developments of VIRTUALIS and associated projects (the precursors such as ULYSSES, 
VISIONS, PEGASE and GOUVERNe; the followers such as ALARM) have been strongly informed by 
interdisciplinary systems analysis perspectives, notably ecological economics and IEA (Integrated 
Environmental Analysis) fields.  The systems approach to sustainability (cf., Passet 1979) highlights the 
interdependence of the economic, social and environmental spheres.  This is an asymmetric 

                                                           
12  We will give the example of Ker-ViViANE (the integrated virtual world of ViViANE constructed by the KerBabel team at the C3ED 
as part of VIRTUALIS), in Section §6 below. 
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interdependence: the ECONOMIC is embedded within the social, and HUMAN COMMUNITY (including the 
“economic”) is embedded within the BIOSPHERE.  The economic sphere, often the principal focus of 
development policy discourses and indicators, depends for its viability on the vitality of the social and 
environmental spheres.  In economics jargon, environmental assets are now considered “natural capital” 
that is both limited and fragile.  A similar argument is made for the social sphere — the cultural forms, 
symbolic bonds and community infrastructures now recognised in most development discourses as a 
sort of fundamental “social capital” upon which economic performance completely depends.  Ensuring a 
respect for conditions of natural and social system integrity upon which long-run economic activity 
depends, appears as a key precept for sustainability policy.  GOVERNANCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY therefore 
centres on the regulation of the economic sphere in relation to the two other spheres, in order to assure 
the simultaneous respect for (or satisfaction of) quality/performance goals pertaining to each of the 
three spheres.  This is suggested schematically in the diagram below.  

Analyses for sustainability must focus attention on the interfaces, the interactions and the 
interdependencies between the three spheres and on the characterisation of principles of performance 
and quality in each sphere, and of respect or responsibility for one sphere in relation to another.  This 
involves, on the one hand, a characterisation of principles of performance and quality in each sphere 
and, on the other hand, analysis on the interfaces highlighting the interactions and the 
interdependencies between the four spheres. 

If we consider interfaces between each pair of “spheres” (that is, two different ‘types’ of organisation), 
then with 4 spheres there are 6 pairings.  These are portrayed schematically as the “edges” of the 
tetrahedron.  We may use a simple 4x4 matrix array to present the facets of analysis.  The diagonal 
cells evoke performance concepts and criteria that relate principally to a single organisational form; the 
off diagonal cells signal performance concepts and criteria arising as “interferences” of two 
organisational forms.  In reality, many issues involve “cumulative causation” with the interference of 
three or even all four organisational forms.  For analytical purposes, it is convenient to highlight as 
complementary: (1) descriptions centred on the internal functioning of each sphere having a degree of 
autonomy relative to the other spheres; and (2) descriptions of the interactions between spheres. 

The interface aspects can be characterised through investigation of the “claims” or “demands” made by 
each sphere relative to the others.  Analyses in functional terms may focus on the roles, services or 
behaviour that is needed of, expected of, or sought by one sphere from each of the other spheres, in 
order to permit its “good functioning”.  But there must also be analyses with more explicitly 
anthropological, symbolic and moral dimensions, which explore the reasons, meanings, principles and 
purposes attached to these demands or expectations?  In particular, in considering the functioning of 
the POLITICAL sphere, it is necessary to investigate the justifications emanating from the SOCIAL and 
ECONOMIC sphere for this or that principle of need, respect or responsibility for any one sphere in relation 
to another. 

In the tabular exposition below, we present some of the distinctive features of the 4 spheres and the 6 
interfaces.  As an example, take the POLITICAL-ENVIRONMENTAL interface.  The movement from the 
Political sphere towards the Environmental sphere consists of the “supply” of public policy aiming to 
influence the functioning of environmental systems.  Environmental management may seek, for 
example, to regulate the conditions of access to “natural capital” as a factor of production of economic 
goods and services, to ensure the long-term maintenance (or enhancement) of environmental functions; 
or in any other way to promote a “respect for” environment.  In searching a meaning for the movement 
in the opposite sense, from the Environmental sphere towards the Political sphere, we note that non-
human nature does not voice demands directly in political forums.  Societal demands “on behalf of the 
environment” are relayed through other interfaces, notably the tandem ENVIRONMENTAL/SOCIAL & 
SOCIAL/POLITICAL and the tandem ENVIRONMENTAL/ECONOMIC & ECONOMIC/POLITICAL. 
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THE FOUR SPHERES AND THEIR INTERFACES 
 

 
   

SOCIAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICAL 

SOCIAL 
Forms of Collective Identity 

and Community: 
THE SOCIAL SPHERE 

   

ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITIES & IMPACTS: 
“The economy versus the 

community” 

Performance, Products and 
Output: 

THE ECONOMIC SPHERE 
  

ENVIRONMENTAL 
LIVING WITH(IN) NATURE 

Meanings, Values & Risks: 
sustaining what & for whom? 

ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS: 
Pressures on & services of 

the environment 

Energy, Matter, Natural 
Cycles & Biodiversity: 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SPHERE 
 

POLITICAL 
SOCIAL POLICY: 

(Capacity of communities; 
citizen/public participation) 

ECONOMIC POLICY: 
(Shaping the rules and 

limits of markets) 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: 
(Regulation of what counts 
as an environmental value) 

 

Coordination, Power, & 
Governance: 

THE POLITICAL SPHERE 

 

 

SYSTEM REGULATION 
VIA POLITICAL ORGANISATION 

Natural Systems 
Organisation 

Economic 
Organisation Social 

Organisation 

GOVERNANCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY: THE « THREE SPHERES » 
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THE TETRAHEDRAL MODEL FOR SUSTAINABILITY STUDIES 
 

COMPONENT ELEMENTS OF CHARACTERISATION 

THE 3 SPHERES THE “THREE SPHERES”... 

 ECONOMIC 
Economic self-organisation, e.g., markets, performance imperatives such as efficiency, growth (K. Marx: 
“accumulate, accumulate, it’s the law and the prophets”, etc.) governing production, transport and 
consumption activities. 

 SOCIAL 
Social self-organisation, notably forms of collective identity and the frameworks of meaning (symbols, 
culture, etc.) and of relationships (networks, memberships, etc.) through which people situate themselves 
in human communities and within the biophysical world. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL 
Environmental self-organisation, e.g., the dynamic structures of physical and biological activity including 
atmosphere and ocean circulation, water and nutrient cycles, living organisms from the virus up to the 
scale of the Biosphere 

THE 4TH SPHERE ... AND THE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THEIR GOVERNANCE... 

 POLITICAL 

The governance dimension of organisation is constituted through the emergence of conventions and 
procedures for the regulation of each sphere in relation to the others, in order to assure the simultaneous 
respect for (or satisfaction of) quality/performance goals pertaining to all three spheres.  This is the sphere 
of arbitrage amongst diverse principles and claims of interest, achieved de facto or by design through 
force and institutional arrangements ranging from town and county councils through national government 
structures to international agencies of the United Nations. 

POLICY DOMAINS THE THREE DOMAINS OF GOVERNANCE/REGULATION 

POLITICAL 
 ⇔ ECONOMIC 

POL TO ECON: Supply of “economic policy” or “governance” of the economic domain. 

ECON TO POL: Demands (with accompanying arguments, reasons, principles) made on government by 
economic actors concerning “the economy” and with regard to the social and environmental spheres. 

POLITICAL 
 ⇒ ENVIRONMENTAL 

POL TO ENV: Supply of “environmental policy”.  Environmental management for sustainability may seek: 
first, the contribution of “natural capital” to economic welfare as a factor of production of economic goods 
and services; second, the permanence of the ecological welfare base through maintenance of 
environmental functions; and third, “respect for” environment.  [The ENV-TO-POL linkage is presumed to be 
“mute” because non-human nature does not voice demands directly in any political forum.] 

POLITICAL 
  ⇔ SOCIAL 

POL TO SOCI: Supply of “social policy” which may seek, in various ways, to mobilise society for the needs 
of the economic and/or to promote and ensure respect for specified forms of community (etc.). 

SOCI TO POL: Demands (with accompanying arguments, reasons, principles) made on government 
concerning civil society, the community (etc.) and with regard to economic and environmental spheres. 

SYSTEMS INTERFACES CHARACTERISATION OF THE INTERFACES OF THE 3 SPHERES 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
⇔ ECONOMIC 

The ECONOMIC sphere seeks the “SERVICES” of “natural capital” to economic welfare as a factor of 
production; this engenders “ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURES” and “IMPACTS” on environmental functioning and 
(future) services, including (sometimes disruptive) feedback effects on economy and community. 

ECONOMIC 
 ⇔ SOCIAL 

The ECONOMIC sphere seeks the “SERVICES” of “human capital” (and also of “social capital”) to economic 
welfare; this signifies, on the one hand, (sought-after) opportunities for wealth, revenues, goods and 
services but, on the other hand, exploitation and perturbation of existing community forms.  For the SOCIAL 
sphere, the ECONOMIC is a means and not an end, and the question is whether “opportunities” provided by 
the ECONOMIC are nourishing or perturbing of the affirmed values and FORMS OF COMMUNITY. 

SOCIAL 
 ⇔ ENVIRONMENTAL 

This is the domain of ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES and the matrix of “culture” that determines the “MEANINGS OF 
NATURE” or the spectrum of “environmental functions” identified by/for a society, e.g., nature as a 
cosmology, roles as a “source” of well being or wealth, perceived quality of landscape.  This is therefore 
the material-symbolic space of meanings that (among other things) permits members of society to 
articulate “risks” and to affirm values: sustainability of what, why and for whom (e.g., productive land uses, 
biodiversity conservation, reverence for nature; rights and duties of the current generation to consume 
natural capital relative to rights/duties of respect towards future generations...).  
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§§§666...   VVVIIIRRRTTTUUUAAALLL   VVVIIISSSIIITTT   TTTOOO   OOOUUURRR   EEENNNVVVIIIRRROOONNNMMMEEENNNTTT:::   TTTHHHEEE   PPPRRROOOTTTOOOTTTYYYPPPEEE   KKKEEERRRVVVIIIVVVIIIAAANNNEEE   

In this section we take for illustration the ViViANE pedagogic prototype produced in the VIRTUALIS 
project.  The problem situation that presented in the KerViViANE virtual world is based on a real-life 
case of the commune of Montreuil-sur-Epte, in north-western France.  A crisis had emerged, due to the 
cumulative contamination of local groundwater by chemicals deriving from agricultural fertiliser and 
pesticide applications, meaning that this water source could no longer be used for municipal supply. 

The ViViANE DST has seven major components or aspects (see tabular presentation below; there are 
also various satellite or incidental elements that we do not describe here).  Following the conventions 
outlined in Section §4, we characterise the possible pathways in VIVIANE as the set of sequences of 
passages between these seven components referred to as “discovery spaces”. We use an 7x7 matrix 
array where the ith row signifies the “discovery space” of departure and the kth column signals the 
“discovery space” of arrival, the link (or doorway) then being designated by the cell Dik.  The “spaces” 
themselves are designated by the diagonal elements in the matrix (viz., Dkk).  The cross-tabular 
presentation “GETTING AROUND VIVIANE” shows the ‘pathways matrix’ obtained in this way for the 
seven main components of the ‘VIVIANE’ prototype.13 

 

ACRONYM SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCOVERY SPACE 

§1 
HOME 

The point of arrival from the ‘outside’, introducing the purposes, structure and navigation possibilities of the KerViViANE 
system. 

§2 
KERVIVIANE 

The KerViViANE 3-D Virtual World = the composite space that, as a landscape with active objects, allows navigation to and 
from the various functionalities and that, as a function of choices made by users, manifests a range of scenario features. 

§3 
PHYT’AMIBE 

The principal ‘Personal Barometer’ of the KerViViANE system, which establishes a personalised profile of farming activity 
on the basis of data inputs to a questionnaire. 

§4 
FUTURES 

The ‘Scenario Generator’, which organises the presentation and exploration of a spectrum of possibilities for the evolution 
of farming practices, land use and water quality at the scales of the commune (county) and wider territory; 

§5 
CUBE 

DELIBERATION MATRIX = the KerViViANE ‘Multi-Actor Game’ offering the opportunity to engage in a multi-stakeholder multi-
criteria evaluation of scenarios, introducing the user (or users) to the challenges of governance and conflict resolution; 

§6 
IDBOX The prototype (Version 2.0) KerBabel Indicator Dialogue Box for the KerViViANE system; 

§7 
DOCU 

The ‘Virtual Library’ components (in the C3ED’s KerBabel Gardens) that present documentation of the virtual and real 
worlds (including pedagogic materials). 

 

The VIVIANE system focuses on the problem of chemical pollution of the environment caused by 
agricultural production.  The chemical pollution of soil and water interferes with the functioning of the 
local environmental systems in themselves and, more particularly, interferes with the services or 
functions provided for economic activity and human well-being by the natural systems (in this case, 
available of high quality drinking water for municipal supply).  Resolving the question of goals and 
strategies for water use and water quality thus emerges here as a key challenge for sustainability policy. 

                                                           
13  Depending on the context, we use the language VIVIANE DST or Ker-VIAIANE.  The name VIVIANE is an acronym for Visite 
Virtuelle à Notre Eenvironnement and is also, of course, the name from Celtic tradition that bewitched Merlin (who, notwithstanding, could 
speak and understand all languages of the natural world...).  We use KerViViANE to refer to the virtual world (village and rural territory) which 
is a creation of the KerBabel team at the C3ED; the Breton word ker (which has very old roots) means a place, as in hearth or home.   A 
detailed exposition of the structure and functionalities of the VIVIANE system is found in the comprehensive ViViANE Users’ Manual 
(Douguet et al., 2004).  French and English versions co-exist. 
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GGGeeettttttiiinnnggg   AAArrrooouuunnnddd   VVVIIIVVVIIIAAANNNEEE:::   
SSStttrrruuuccctttuuurrraaalll    CCChhhaaarrrttt    ooofff    ttthhheee   (((PPPiiieeeccceeewwwiiissseee)))    NNNaaavvviiigggaaattt iiiooonnn   PPPaaattthhhwwwaaayyysss    

fffooorrr   ttthhheee   DDDeeelll iiibbbeeerrraaattt iiiooonnn   SSSuuuppppppooorrrttt    TTToooooolll    ‘‘‘VVVIIIVVVIIIAAANNNEEE’’’    
©©©KKKeeerrrBBBaaabbbeeelll    ///    VVVIIIRRRTTTUUUAAALLLIIISSS   222000000444   

 
 

 

   To 111   222   333   444   555   666   777    

From !!!???!!!    
???HHH EEE LLL PPP ???           From 

111      HOME       111   

222    — 
KerViViANE 
3-D Virtual 

World 
 — — —    222   

333    —  
Personal 

Barometer 
(farmer) 

 —   333   

444    —  — FUTURES 
Scenarios    444   

555    —  —  
CUBE 

(Deliberation 
Matrix) 

  555   

666    —  —     ID-Box  666   

777          
DOCU 

(KerBabel 
Jardins) 

777   

   To 111   222   333   444   555   666   777    

KKKeeeyyy   tttooo   TTTaaabbbllleee   
 Key link enabling user inputs 
      Signposted (motivated) link 

   Re-entry from KERBABEL 
— Link not emphasised 

   Contextual HELP 
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As already outlined (Section §3 above), the VIRTUALIS prototypes highlight the effectiveness of 
‘PERSONAL BAROMETERS’ allowing users of the MM-DST to get a feel for the environmental pressures 
associated with individual activity at a “local” scale.14  The ViViANE system incorporates the 
“PHYT’AMIBE” concept, an interface that combines a questionnaire designed to explore the dimensions 
of individual agricultural activity (at the farm, family and local community level) culminating with a visual 
multi-criteria "amoeba" presentation allowing the user to obtain a “judgment” of his or her situation.  In 
KerViViANE therefore, the proximate problem is the environmental pressure from intensive agricultural 
production and the Phyt’Amibe is a qualitative PERSONAL BAROMETER that situates farm-scale productive 
activity in its territorial (environmental and societal) context. 

The PERSONAL BAROMETER concept thus highlights a dialectical relation between local-level 
information — that is, the immediate life experience of "ordinary" members of society in their homes, 
workplaces, farms, shops, schools, with friends and on their travels — and higher-scale systems 
representations.  As a didactic device, we can set the “Local” in relation to the Economic, 
Environmental and Political spheres, to produce a tetrahedral framework somewhat comparable to that 
already given above,15 in which CHANGES OF SCALE are highlighted along three directions:16 

• There is the movement from the economic aspect of the "local" situation (viz., dis-aggregated economic activity) 
such as a farm unit, or a factory, or an office or a household, to more aggregated systems representations of 
economic activity such as industrial sector outputs, national income and employment. 

• There is the movement from the environmental aspect of the "local" place of activity, to more aggregated systems 
representation, e.g., based on concepts of ecosystems and environmental functions, such as an aquifer or 
watershed, a geographical territory, a forest ecosystem, a fishery, or the atmosphere. 

• There is the movement from the individual "stakeholders" perspectives, with their particular interests, ethics, 
preoccupations and prerogatives, to the representation of institutional frameworks and procedures for political co-
ordination, regulation, conflict regulation and governance of the resources and economic activities in question. 

For integrated analyses of sustainability challenges, societal options can be framed in a comparative 
scenario context for the exploration of the “space of opportunities” for society into the future.  For 
didactic purposes, the tetrahedron may be viewed as the articulation of two complementary axes that 
together, portray “the problem of social choice”.  The first axis, Feasibility is the “edge” composed of 
the interdependent ECOLOGICAL and ECONOMIC spheres.  This is the realm of systems science and 
integrated modelling combining ecological and economic dimensions.  The second axis, Desirability is 
the “edge” composed of the interdependent POLITICAL and SOCIAL spheres.  This signifies the governance 
problem of institutional arrangements for coordination of the actors in society with their disparate 
interests and preoccupations. 

                                                           
14  Current work on a MM-DST for the ALARM Integrated Project addressing biodiversity loss risks in Europe, has introduced the 
complementary concept of a ‘VIRTUAL NATURE WALK’ as an opportunity for learning about the environmental functions/services of the 
territories and ecosystems under analysis (see O’Connor et al., 2005).  The Ker-ALARM “VIRTUAL GARDEN” discovery space presents eight 
main types of ecosystem — inland waters; wetlands; forests; grasslands and dry scrub; agroecosystems; mountains; polar habitats and urban 
ecosystems.  For each ecosystem type, examples are given of significant environmental services classed according to the “five-S” convention 
(natural resource; waste assimilation; scenery, site of production and consumption; life-support) and of damage to these functions (relating to 
the four ALARM project key change vectors, viz., chemicals, invasive species, pollinators, climate & land use change…). 
15 The two tetrahedrons would coincide if we accepted the deformation of identifying “local” with the social sphere.  This identification 
is convenient but not exact, since the social sphere is characterised by many different sorts of networks, affiliations and forms of belonging at 
multiple scales.  By comparison, the FAO (1999) in work on indicator systems for sustainability management of fisheries designates 
Economic, Social, Ecological and Governance dimensions, which yields the same tetrahedron inasmuch as one identifies the 'Social' with, 
primarily, local community preoccupations and perspectives. 
16  These three axes for changes of scale are one more way of defining “three dimensions of sustainable development”.  In fact, while 
it has become commonplace to refer to economic, ecological and social dimensions of sustainability; the 'social' dimension often rests 
amorphous and the “problem of scale” has often been evoked without full methodological resolution.  Considerations such as those given 
above, explain why recent work often separates out a 'political/institutional' dimension (allowing the autonomous and spontaneous aspects of 
community, civil society, etc., to be set in dialectical relation to the coercive aspects of “the state” and of political coordination more generally).  
If we adopt the “THREE SPHERES-PLUS-ONE (THE POLITICAL)” model that we have attributed to René Passet, and we admit changes of scale for 
each of the four types of organisation, then the full description evidently becomes a bit more complicated (which is sometimes necessary and 
sometimes not; cf. O’Connor 2004).   
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As in most environmental problems, we find contrasting perspectives in the KerViViANE world with 
regard to the significance of the changes (or anticipated future changes) in environmental systems.  
Analysis in terms of environmental pressures (measuring and eventually modifying the amounts of 
fertiliser and pesticide applications) cannot go very far without a framework for describing the 
significance to human societies of environmental systems and of changes in the environment.  Changes 
judged as improvements for certain social groups, over a certain time horizon, could represent a step 
back for others, or on a different time-scale.  Setting environmental pressure policy targets is usually a 
conflictual process. 

With this in mind, the KerViViANE world offers to the visitor, in addition to the Phyt’Amibe Personal 
Barometer concept, an opportunity to explore and evaluate options for action.  Based on the real-world 
analyses, several possible courses of action could be seen to offer elements of response to the 
degradation of local groundwater water quality.  Five scenario themes were retained, each of which 
expresses in a systematic yet simple manner the reasoning associated with a distinct political choice.  In 
order to give the DST users insight into the key features and significance of each scenario for the 
stakeholders concerned, a on-screen questionnaire — called “The Reflection Grid” — was developed 

Deliberative Governance : 

Practices and instituted conventions for the (necessary 
and, from some points of view desirable) reconciling of 

diverse expressed interests and ways of being. 

Ecological Dimensions 
Ecosystems, hydro-systems, etc. 

in their spatial and functional 
dimensions 

Economic Dimensions 
Sectoral statistics and dynamic 

models 

A « Local » Place 
Identifying principles, interests and 
practices at the « actor’s » level : 

Quantitative and qualitative 
descriptions 

Systems Science, 
Modelling and 

Scenario studies Social Significance:

Principles, purposes 
and practices… 
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SCENARIOS AS ‘INTERFACE’ REPRESENTATIONS 
SYSTEMS SCIENCE portrays the contributions, and potential 

contributions, of the water resource in terms of 
“Environmental functions” — that is, the capacities and 

performances of natural processes and components which 
satisfy human needs. 

The SCENARIOS portray the « working out » through time 
of Governance Issues characterised as « Conflicts for the 

Appropriation of Scarce Environmental Functions » 

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE is revealed by the Criteria and 
Justification Forms that people advocate for resolving 

Governance Issues, viz., in what terms are these 
“governance issues” portrayed and judged by the actors 
concerned (categories of interests,  political principles, 

ethical outlooks, collective identity (etc.), obtainable via 
social sciences techniques of  Stakeholder Mapping » 

(interview, institutional, documentary analyses). 

which, progressively, lead the user towards one or other of the five scenarios. These questions are 
relative to: 

• The abandonment of agriculture in the community (scenario 1);  
• The abandonment of the aquifer (scenario 2); 
• Use of water purification (scenario 3);  
• Using technical solutions to limit the impact of agriculture on the environment, such as integrated agriculture 

(scenario 4); 
• Using structural solutions to help the evolution of agriculture and for management of the aquifer (scenario 5). 

As a function of the responses given to this 
questionnaire, all alternatives are accessible.  It 
reposes on a binary logic, as presented in the table 
to the right. For the first question, if, for example, 
the user answers “Yes,” a second question appears 
in the reflection grid, question n°2. If the response 
is negative, there is a presentation of Scenario 1 in 
the 3D world, as well as a narrative presentation of 
it in the 2D window. And so on…  It is possible at 
any moment to come back to this questionnaire and 
to modify the choice of scenario.  

Once the scenarios are described, visitors to KerViViANE are invited to adopt roles as stakeholders in a 
Governance Game.  The underlying scenario analysis exploits various forms of systems representation, 
simulation modelling and quantification that integrate economic and ecological components, aiming to 
portray in a didactic way the spectrum of conceivable co-evolutions of ENVIRONMENTAL and ECONOMIC 
systems.  This frames the social choice side of the problem, which is to decide what might be desirable 
within the bounds of what is considered to be feasible (see inset: SCENARIOS AS ‘INTERFACE’ 
REPRESENTATIONS). 

The POLITICAL dimension of the situation is portrayed, in line with our deliberative perspective outlined in 
Section §2, as an “argumentative” 
process in which each interest group is 
confronted by the challenge to set their 
own priorities in relation to the concerns 
of others.  Participants can engage, via 
the Deliberation Matrix, in a multi-
criteria, multi-stakeholder evaluation 
exercise structured along three 
dimensions: a list of stakeholder 
categories, a list of the governance or 
performance themes, and a list of the 
alternatives or scenarios to be 
considered. 

The five KerViViANE scenarios have 
been mentioned just above.  Institutional 
analysis in the real-world case study 
distinguished six major stakeholder 
categories: Local farmers; the 
Municipality; Domestic water consumers; 
Territorial administrations at region, national and EU scales; Water distribution companies; Citizens’ 
associations.  The same empirical analysis had highlighted the pertinence of six major types of 
governance issues; these are presented in tabular form below.  The KerViViANE stakeholder 
categories span, in a parsimonious way, the worlds of business, public administration and civil society.  
Similarly, the six governance issues (which were identified empirically through discourse analysis) can 
be seen to span the gamut of the three spheres and their interfaces. 

QUESTIONS RESPONSE QUESTIONS/SCENARIOS 
Yes  Question 2 

1 
No  Scenario 1 
Yes  Question 3 

2 
No  Scenario 2 
Yes  Question 4 

3 
No  Scenario 3 
Yes  Scenario 4 

4 
No  Scenario 5 
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 ECONOMIC SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

ECONOMIC Price & Quantity 
of Water   

SOCIAL Social Status 
& Prestige 

Stakeholder participation 
in Political Processes  

ENVIRONMENTAL Segregation of 
Water Qualities 

Artificialisation 
 of Nature 

Landscape & 
Ecosystem Quality 

The “integrated” representation offered by the KerViViANE system as a whole, seeks to make 
transparent how parochial stakeholder preoccupations (farm profitability, drinking water quality, local 
political alliances...) are situated in relation to wider dimensions of collective purpose, responsibilities, 
conflict management, macroeconomic trends and so on.  The emphasis here is on active participation of 
the MM-DST user.  The VIRTUALIS project sought to demonstrate ways of creating learning 
opportunities through a user’s (or users’) interactions within the virtual world proposed by the MM-DST.  
There is almost no theoretical limit to the scope of the “learning opportunity”.  The confounded 
hierarchy features offered by digital hyperlink technologies allow us to provide, embedded within the 
virtual world, a comprehensive documentation of the virtual world itself and of the “outside” world.17 

However, in the context of governance and scientific analyses and stakeholder dialogues, it is 
fundamental to highlight not just the learning opportunity but also the wide scope for users’ inputs or 
contributions to the knowledge mediation system. 

For example, apart from pronouncing judgements (via the DELIBERATION MATRIX) about policy options or 
scenarios, the DST system users can provide suggestions for information categories that might be used 
for description or evaluation of scenarios and policy measures, and can also provide opinions about the 
pertinence (or not) of indicators and information categories already suggested.  Within the 
KerVIVIANE system, the scenario profiles and the multi-criteria evaluation process are underpinned by 
another tool called the KerBabel™ INDICATOR DIALOGUE BOX (IDBOX), which is an interactive meta-
information system for documenting all information categories and variables (etc.) used as “indicators” 
in the description and evaluation of system change.  Users on-line can provide contributions to the bank 
of data within the INDICATOR DIALOGUE BOX as an authentic forum for ongoing dialogue between 
producers and users of information.  The IDBox organises a dialogue about information pertinence 
along 5 axes: the SCALES at which observation, analysis and/or measurement takes place; the 
geographical place or SITES; the decision making, management, evaluation or governance ISSUES that are 
in mind; the STAKEHOLDERS that might have something to contribute; and time-path within SCENARIOS for 
which the information may play a descriptive or evaluative role (see O’Connor 2004).  

§§§777...   IIICCCTTT   AAANNNDDD   TTTHHHEEE   TTTHHHEEEAAATTTRRREEE   OOOFFF   SSSUUUSSSTTTAAAIIINNNAAABBBIIILLLIIITTTYYY:::   CCCOOONNNCCCLLLUUUDDDIIINNNGGG   RRREEEMMMAAARRRKKKSSS   

The virtual world KerViViANE is one example of the new generation of interactive on-line deliberation 
support tools (DST) for discovery and analysis of the sustainability challenges facing public policy 
makers, the business world, scientists and civil society.  The VIRTUALIS project as a whole has been a 
pioneering project for the demonstration of the potentials of the new technology.  Henceforth, MM-DST 
users are invited to travel in, and interact through virtual worlds, in order to gain new insights that may 
help to inform actions and bring about change in the real one.  In effect, VIRTUALIS and related 
projects have demonstrated prototypes of multimedia “stage props” for knowledge sharing and 
interactive learning that are adapted for stakeholder deliberation in a wide range environmental 
common property resource problems. 

                                                           
17  In the case of KerVIVIANE, the “DOCUMENTATION” area is composed of electronic library facilities, referenced within the C3ED’s 
BABEL GARDENS knowledge management tool, with “Search” functions and cross-referencing to the rest of the KerVIVIANE DST. 
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This returns us to the underlying argument of this paper, which is that an interactive and reciprocal use 
of ICT can help to create the necessary social and political conditions for robust and satisfactory 
sustainability policy actions.  Environmental resource management is, par excellence, the domain of 
“common problems” — that is, situations of strong and visible interdependence between individual and 
collective actions, characterised by the Prisoners' Dilemma.  Prospects for socially satisfactory choices 
may be explored through bringing stakeholder perspectives into constructive dialogue with each other, 
in order to search for common ground.  Computer-mediated information about “our common problems” 
and lifestyles can, it is suggested, be developed as stage props in the theatre of sustainability — 
encouraging individuals to take an interest in responding in society to our common everyday 
environmental problems.  Our MM-DST information systems and learning processes seek to build 
motivation by situating the users in their social and ecological contexts.  A convivial or user-friendly ICT 
video interface links a person within their 'own place', to other spaces of life, other information forms, 
interests, interest groups and policy analyses, by corridors of translation and reciprocal appreciation. 

But, reflective deliberation — even when it occurs, with or without a MM-DST support — does not 
always find a fully satisfactory outcome.  When we postulate that a shared real future affirming the 
virtues of a coexistence in diversity (diversity of cultural forms, and of non-human communities and 
ecosystems) can perhaps be promoted through hospitable forms of inter-subjective communication in 
virtual (as well as real) spaces, we are place a bet on the convivial possibilities of the new ICT.  This is a bet 
that we might lose.  In every society and culture, there is social stratification based, partly, on differential 
access to key communication forms.  The new and seemingly “participatory” opportunities opened up by 
ICT can readily be mobilised within existing (or new) hierarchical, aristocratic systems of power into 
strongly “dual” societal structures, with a significant number of people “participating”, but the majority 
being excluded in new ways.  The multimedia technologies engage specific forms of language and 
networking that, like any other language process, may entail coercions and exclusions.  It may be that 
the social control potential of digital technologies is so powerful (just as in the case of ‘peaceful uses of 
nuclear energy) as to render inseparable the coercive from the convivial exploitations.  We still wish to 
hold out the hope that, when stakeholders find reasons for trust and show a willingness to accept 
compassion and “reasonable” sacrifices for a good cause, there can be (partial) reconciliation of 
individual, sectoral and national goals in the interests of wider community. 
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